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2 Books In 1 Options Trading: The Ultimate Beginnerâ€™s GuideOptions Trading: The Most

Common Mistakes to Avoid Options Trading: The Ultimate Beginnerâ€™s Guide If you are dreaming

of getting started in the investing world to supplement your income or even kick your 9-to-5 job to

the curb completely, then Options Trading: The Ultimate Beginnerâ€™s Guide might be the answer

you have been looking for. This book will help you learn everything you need to know in order to

start making successful moves in the options market, even if you arenâ€™t quite sure what an

option is at this moment. Simply put, options are like stocks or bonds in that they are a variety of

security which, when purchased, give you the option of purchasing or selling a stock or another

related asset at a specific price. While it might seem complicated now, the reality is that it is mostly

about doing research and executing on a specific plan once certain numbers are met. While once

only the domain of Wall Street, online options trading makes the process easier than ever. So, what

are you waiting for? Stop dreaming and start acting. Options Trading: The Most Common Mistakes

to Avoid Not everyone who trades options makes money. Even fewer are able to do well enough

consistently to make a living at it. Those that do, understand the downsides and dangers of the

industry and how to avoid them. The first step to joining their ranks is learning what they already

know. In reading Options Trading: The Most Common Mistakes to Avoid you will learn how to

navigate around the pitfalls which have ensnared so many traders. Not only will you learn what

mistakes to avoid, youâ€™ll learn what practices you should embrace. Trading options is one of the

most potentially profitable products available to traders. They are investment tools that can be

utilized in nearly any market condition. However compared to other financial products they require

finesse to handle properly. There is an undeniable learning curve associated with trading options

and this book will guide you through that process. Inside You Will Find A complete breakdown on all

option typesDetailed explanations on exactly how options workAn easy to follow step-by-step guide

to walk you through your first options tradeThe best strategies for a beginner to achieve successThe

lingo of a professional options traderThe easiest way to guarantee long term trading

successCommon mistakes beginners make and how to avoid themHow to research your chosen

investmentMisconceptions about options even experienced traders haveHow to properly define your

riskHow and why to conduct a fundamental analysisSeveral technical analysis toolsCommon

mistakes and how to avoid themMuch, much more!  This is the definitive guide to get you started on

trading options!
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It has been two years since I tried Option trading and I failed terrible since I followed a friend advice

without having a good background information. Since am a "Not giving up" type I have picked my

piece and ready to start again. I needed a book to giving me the background information that I need

and How to go about the trade and this book has just done that, I have realized the terrible mistakes

that I committed back then. I am ready to start again, thanks to the author for the great inspiration

and information.

This book is an easy to understand guide to help you trade commodity options more successfully. It

shows you in simple terms how to develop a written trading plan and how to implement that plan.A

great and very informative book.Anyone reading this book will get essential info on Options Trading

and will give him enough confidence to start on one.I will definitely recommend this book to you if

you are thinking about Options Trading.

I grabbed this book to check whether I could figure out how to have a clearer understanding and did

it convey! The book is exceptionally exhaustive. It's effectively comprehended and the procedures

are anything but difficult to take after. Loads of good data, peruses like a reading material which is a

positive thing for me as I begin and learn. Awesome book for those hoping to get into the trading

game!

superb deal! 2 manuscript in one deal and I got it at a discounted price! really happy with this. Since

I am new to options trading, I needed a guide that will introduce me to this field. I just heard a lot of



successful stories on options trading and I wanna try my luck. These books are the perfect guide for

newbies. I learned a lot from it and now I can't wait to get on options trading. 5 stars for this book.

Option trading became popular now a days among new genre for the sake of earning passive

income. This guide book perfectly guides about option trading and manifest best opportunities to

avail. This guide book is the right key which can protect you from doing common mistakes in

trading. the author has written this book so organized. I highly recommend this book to all!

Neat because they develop the whole concept of options pricing starting with coin flips and

introducing very basic statistics. If you don't have much of a math background and are just starting

out, this is the book for you.

I've been looking into trading for a while now and what I've noticed is everyone has their own

techniques and analysis method however what I've also noticed is its a bad idea to copy someones

technique completely but to add other peoples techniques to yours and perfect your own skills.

Overall reading Dockery's book on Options was rewarding and simple to follow.

Great resource! This book provides all the tips and tricks needed to increase account balance. To

understanding how options trading works we should master the basics, learning the tips and tricks

and avoiding common mistakes which this book gave. This is a complete guide to developing your

own systems to help you make and execute trading and investing decisions. One of the best trading

books of all time.
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